Abstract
Introduction
Hopfield and Tank [l] proposed that an optimal or a suboptimal solution of the traveling salesman problem ( T S P ) , a classical example of combinatorial optimization problems, can be obtained by finding a minimum of an appropriate energy function which is implemented by a neural network (Hopfield network) . For a N-city T S P problem, the network consists of N x N connected neurons, in which the linking strengths (weights) between neurons are set to encode the information about the constraints and the cost function of a particular city distribution of TSP. Each neuron updates its input value based on the information received from all other neurons. Hopfield and Tank showed that such a neural network can often find a near-optimal solution in a short time.
Since Hopfield and Tank's work, there has been growing interest in the Hopfield network due to its advantages over other approaches for solving optimization problems. The advantages include massive parallelism, convenient hardware implementation of the neural network architecture, and a common approach for solving various optimization problems. Much research has focused on analyzing and improving the original model in order to obtain a higher percentage of valid solutions and solutions with better quality.
The work by Wilson and Pawley [2] showed that the Hopfield network often failed to converge to valid solutions. When it converged, the obtained solution was often far from the optimal solution. Brandt et al.
[3] and Aiyer et al. [4] showed that the convergence of the Hopfield network could be improved by modifying the energy function. The modified energy functions have a higher degree of constraints for the network to relax to valid solutions. Li [5] combined the Hopfield network with the "augmented Lagrange multipliers" algorithm from optimization theory, which has better convergence and quality of solutions while requiring many more iterations. Catania et al.
[S] applied a fuzzy approach to automatically tune the parameters in the Hopfield network, and reported that the automatic parameter tuning performed better than heuristic and manual tuning. Although these approaches have demonstrated improvement, most of them were empirically tested only on a single or a small number of TSP city distributions, and general performance on a large number of city distributions were not reported.
Despite the improvement of the performance of the Hopfield network over the past decade, this model still has some basic problems [7, 81. One of them is that the performance of the Hopfield network is inconsistent: The performance is good for some city distributions of T S P but poor for other distributions. The performance is usually better for city distributions with simple topology, but poor for those with complex topology and multiple clusters, in which cases the network often fails to find valid tours or finds one with poor quality.
Another problems is that the performance is sensitive to the choice of parameters in the energy function: a different parameter setting can lead to a significant difference in performance. In previous work, we proposed a new activation function to reduce effects of noise [9] and a new relaxation procedure to reach a smoother relaxation process [lo] . Both approaches have been shown capable of significantly improving performance based on a large number of simulations.
In this work we propose an approach that is capable of reducing the negative impacts of distribution clusterings on the network performance by rescaling the distance matrix. In the energy function of the Hopfield network for solving TSP, the distance matrix reflects the city distribution and is applied to control the quality of obtained solutions. The matrix element d x y represents the distance from city X to city Y. For a city distribution with multiple clusters, this type of representation can cause difficulty in finding valid tours due t o a large imbalance among matrix elements due t o clustering. The proposed approach reduces this effect by rescaling each row of the matrix in order to improve the balance. This approach has been tested through a large number (20,000) of simulations based on 200 randomly generated city distributions of 10-city TSP. The result shows that it is capable of improving the performance significantly: 7.6% increase in the percentage of valid tours, 11.9% decrease in the error rate, and 14.3% increase in the chance of finding optimal tours.
Hopfield Network Basics
For an N-city TSP, the Hopfield network [l] has N x N fully connected neurons in the network, in which the row index represents the city and the column index represents the order of city in a tour. The constraints and the cost of the TSP are represented by an energy function, which is used t o determine the connecting weights between neurons. Hopfield's original energy function for an N-city TSP is given by [l] : 
where b,, is equal to 1 if i = j , and equal to 0 otherwise. Each neuron ( X , i) is also connected to an external input current: Ix2 = CNo. Before the relaxation of the network, the initial value of each Uxi is set t o be a constant value (determined by the condition: E;=, E,"=, V x , = N ) and is then perturbed with small random noise to break the symmetry of the network. During relaxation, each neuron updates its input and activation value based on the weighted activations of other neurons and its own value. The input value UFl) at iteration step (n+l) is given by:
where U g ) is the value at iteration step (n). The value of AUxi is given by the following equation:
where T ( = RC) is the time constant of an RC circuit and was set to be 1.0 by Hopfield and Tank [l] . The activation Vk"' at iteration step (n-tl) is then determined by U E 1 ) through an activation (output) function. In the Hopfield network, the activation function is the hyperbolic tangent function:
where uo is the amplification parameter that reflects the steepness of the activation function.
Hopfield and Tank [l] showed that the network is guaranteed to converge to a local minimum in the case of symmetric (Wxi,yj = Wyj,xi) weights.
Rescaling the Distance Matrix
The distance matrix d x y in the energy function plays an important role in controlling the quality of solutions. n o m Eq. (2) and (4) The net effect is that the activations for the cities in cluster C1 have overall higher values than those in Cz Based on this analysis, we propose the following approach to rescale the distance matrix so that a smaller cluster has a similar overall activation level as a larger cluster. Using the modified matrix has the capability of reducing uneven overall activation levels among network nodes caused by unbalanced distribution clusterings. 
Simulation Results
We have evaluated the performance of the rescaling approach through simulations based on 200 randomly generated 10-city TSP city distributions, including wide varieties of topologies.
Many previous studies used only one (e.g., [l] ) or a small number of city distributions (e.g., 10 distributions in [2]) in their simulations. This may lead to unreliable conclusions when comparing two algorithms, because the performance of an algorithm often depends on the topology in a city distribution, and different algorithms may favor different types of topologies. Using a large number of city distributions can reduce this effect and allows a better evaluation.
In the simulation, 100 runs are conducted for each of the 200 city distributions. For each of the 100 runs, different random noise is added to the initial values of the neurons.
For a fixed set of parameters (dt, uo, etc), the quantities to be evaluated are first averaged over 100 runs for each city distribution, and then averaged over the entire 200 city distributions. Thus, 20,000 runs are needed to obtain the simulation results.
We experimented with different sets of 20,000 runs for a fixed set of parameters. The results show that the estimated quantities are fairly stable. Their values vary within a range of about 1% among different sets of 20,000 runs. This demonstrates that the number of runs in our simulation is large enough to make a reasonable estimation of the evaluated quantities. The fraction of random noise in the initial values of neurons is set to be 0.001 in the simulation. We tried several different values for the fraction in the range from 0.0001 to 0.01. The performance of the network is only slightly sensitive to this parameter, and the result using 0.001 is slightly better than the others.
and the value of uo in Eq. (5) is set at 0.02.
Algorithm

Rescaling Difference
Original Valid(%) Err(%) Opt(%) 20.5 5.9 59.5 24.1 5.2 68.0 +17.6% -11.9% +14.3% Table 1 shows the simulation results using the rescaling approach (labeled by Rescaling) and comparisons to those without it (labeled by Original). It also displays the precentage of differences obtained by Rescaling with respect to Original (labeled by Difference). Valid(%), Err(%) and Opt(%) represent the percentage of valid tours, error rate, and chance of finding optimal tours respectively, which are defined in the following.
Valid(%)
is the weighted average percentage of valid tours over NCityDist (= 200) city distributions:
where Validi is the percentage of valid tours for city distribution i and is defined in the following.
For each city distribution i, there are a total of Ntotal,i (=loo) runs with different initial input values. The maximum number of iterations allowed for each run is set to be 500. If a valid tour can not be reached within 500 iterations, the network will stop and the tour is counted as invalid.
If Nval,d,i is the number of valid tours among the total of Ntotar,i runs, then Validi is defined by:
Err(%) represents the error rate, which is averaged over 100 different runs for each city distribution and then averaged over the 200 different city distributions as defined in the following.
For city distribution i, the error of a valid tour j is defined by:
where di,j is the tour length of a valid tour j and di,opt is the optimal (shortest) tour length of the city distribution i.
The error for city distribution i is the averaged error over all valid tours: zyz;'id*i E r r i j Err, =
The error shown in the table is the average error of valid tours in all city distributions and is weighted by the percentage of valid tours for each city distribution:
Opt(%) is the chance of finding optimal tours of city distributions defined by:
where Noptzma1 is the number of the city distributions for each of which at least one of the 100 runs can reach its optimal tour. For example, Opt = 68.0% in the From the result in Table 1 , we can see that the rescaling approach performs better in all the categories. Rescaling can find more valid tours (by 17.6%), demonstrating that reducing clustering effects by rescaling the distance matrix has positive effects on the formation of valid tours. Rescaling is also capable of improving the quality of tours (error rate reduced by 11.9%). It can maintain a better balance in the activations of all nodes in the network, and thus allow a broader view of possible tours to choose a better one. This also explains why rescaling has a higher chance of finding optimal tours (by 14.3%).
Summary
In this paper, we have proposed an approach to rescale the distance matrix in the Hopfield network for solving TSP. The objective of rescaling is to reduce activation imbalances in the network caused by distribution clustering, so that the network is capable of obtaining more valid tours with higher qualities. The scheme we applied is normalizing each row in the distance matrix such that each city has an overall balanced distance-term, even when there exist unbalanced clusters in a city distribution.
We evaluate the rescaling approach based on a large number (20,000) of simulations using 200 randomly generated city distributions of the 10-city T S P . The result shows that it has the capability of obtaining a 17.6% increase in the percentage of valid tours, a 11.9% decrease in error rate, and a 14.3% increase in the chance of finding optimal tours.
In future we plan to extend this research in the following directions: (i) combine the rescaling approach with other approaches (e.g., different activation functions); (ii) evaluate its performance on other optimization problems in order to better evaluate its generality.
